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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to a method and appa-
ratus for automatically cutting or smoothening the sur-
face of a wooden plate while feeding it, as known for
example from US-A-4, 438, 795.
[0002] Fig. 18 shows a conventional wood planing
machine for automatically cutting the surface of a wood-
en plate while feeding it. This planing machine compris-
es a horizontal table 2 fixed to a' base 1, a rotary planing
cylinder 3 provided over the table 2, and a front '(with
respect to the feed direction of the plate) feed unit 4 and
a rear feed unit 5 having vertically arranged rollers into
which the plate is inserted. The planing machine further
includes a chip breaker 6 provided between the planing
cylinder 3 and the front feed unit 4, and a pressure bar
7 disposed between the planing cylinder 3 and the rear
feed unit 5.
[0003] The planing cylinder 3 carries a plurality of
planing blades 8 on its outer circumference. The upper
and lower rollers 10, 9 of the front and rear feed units 4,
5 are both motor-driven, and the upper rollers 10 are
vertically movable and normally urged toward the sta-
tionary lower rollers 9 by air cylinders 11 or springs.
Thus, by driving the rollers 9, 10, a wooden plate A can
be fed at a constant speed.
[0004] The pressure bar 7 and the chip breaker 6 are
independently movable vertically, and are biassed
downwardly by air cylinders 12 or springs to press the
plate A against the table 2.
[0005] When a plate A is fed on the table from the front
feed unit 4 with the cylinder 3 rotating, the plate passes
under the planing cylinder 3 while being pressed against
the table 2 by the chip breaker 6. After its surface has
been cut by the planing cylinder 3, it is pressed against
the table 2 by the pressure bar 7, and fed out by the rear
feed unit 5. The surface of the plate'is thus cut over the
entire length while being fed at a constant speed.
[0006] The chip breaker 6 and the pressure bar 7
press the plate A against the table 2 to prevent shaky
motion of the plate during planing and insure stable
working. In order to prevent interference with the planing
cylinder 3 when they are moved vertically, the chip
breaker 6 and the pressure bar 7 are spaced by distanc-
es C and B, respectively, from the center of the cylinder,
as shown in Fig. 18.
[0007] Thus, the leading and trailing ends of the plate
are not gripped but get free while the tip of the plate is
moving the interval C and while the rear end of the plate
is moving the interval B, respectively. Thus, over-cut
portions or depressions a tend to be formed in the plate
near its front and rear ends as shown in Fig. 19, espe-
cially if the plate has a tendency to cock.
[0008] If, in order to prevent the formation of such de-
pressions, the chip breaker 6 and the pressure bar 7 are
pressed harder against the plate, brake is applied so

that greater power will be needed to feed the plate.
[0009] An object of this invention is to provide a meth-
od and apparatus for planing a wooden plate which can
prevent the formation of depressions without increasing
the feed resistance and the plate feed power.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] According to this invention, there is provided a
method of cutting a plate wherein a front feed unit and
a rear feed unit are'provided in front of and behind of a
cutter and a reaction force bearing with respect to the
feed direction of the plate, and wherein a front movable
body is provided between the cutter and the front feed
unit and a rear movable body is'provided between the
cutter and the rear feed unit, wherein the plate is deflect-
ed by at least one of the front movable body and the rear
movable body when the plate is fed into between the
cutter and the reaction force bearing, whereby bringing
the plate into contact with the front feed unit, the front
movable body and the reaction force bearing, and/or the
reaction force bearing, the rear movable body and the
front movable body.
[0011] Other features and objects of the present in-
vention will become apparent from the following descrip-
tion made with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a front view of a cutting device of a first
embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a front view of the same showing the initial
stage of feed of a plate;
Fig. 3 is a front view of the same showing the next
stage;
Fig. 4 is a front view of a cutting device of a second
embodiment;
Fig. 5 is a front view of the same showing the initial
state of feed of a plate;
Fig. 6 is a front view of the same showing the next
stage;
Fig. 7 is an enlarged front view of 'the cutting por-
tion;
fig. 8 is a front view of a cutting device of a third
embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a front view of the same showing the initial
stage of feed of a plate;
Fig. 10 is a front view of the same showing the next
stage;
Fig.11 is a front view of a cutting device of a fourth
embodiment;
Fig. 12 is a front view of a cutting device of a fifth
embodiment;
Fig. 13 is a front view of the same showing the initial
stage of feed of a plate;
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Fig. 14 is a front view of the same showing the next
stage;
Figs. 15A, 15B are views 'showing the operation of
the first embodiment;
Figs. 16A, 16B are further views showing the oper-
ation of the first embodiment;
Figs. 17 is another view showing the operation of
the first embodiment;
Fig. 18 is a front view of a conventional cutting de-
vice, i.e. a planing machine; and
Fig. 19 is a front view of the conventional planing
machine showing its operation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

[0013] Embodiments of this invention are described
with reference to Figs. 1 through 17.

(First Embodiment)

[0014] Figs. 1 through 3 show a device for planing
wooden plates embodying the invention. This device
comprises a plate support roll 22 (that is, the reaction
force bearing) provided on a base 21 at its center, a plan-
ing cylinder 23 (or cutter) provided right over and oppo-
site the plate support roll 21, front and rear feed units
24, 25 provided in front (with respect to the feed direction
of a plate A) and rear of the planing cylinder 23 and hav-
ing vertically arranged rolls into which the plate A is in-
serted, and front and rear movable bodies 26, 27 com-
prising vertically arranged rolls between which the plate
A is caught. The plate gripping portions between the
plate support roll 22 and the planing cylinder 23, those
of the frond and rear feed units 24, 25, and those of the
front and rear movable bodies 26, 27 are aligned with
each other along the feed line of the plate A.
[0015] The plate support roll 22 has both ends thereof
supported by bearings 28 fixed to the base 21 so as to
be rotatable, and serves as a reaction force bearing. The
planing cylinder 23 disposed right over the plate support
roll 22 carries a plurality of planing blades 29 on its cir-
cumferential surface, and rotates while keeping a pre-
determined distance from the plate support roll 22.
[0016] The front and rear feed units 24 and 25 are
identical in structure. So the same elements are denoted
by the same numerals. They comprise a motor-driven
lower roll 30 rotatably supported at both ends by bear-
ings 40 fixed to the base 21, and a motor-driven upper
roll 31 vertically movably provided right over the lower
roll 30 and rotatably supported at both ends by bearings
41. The upper roll 31 is urged downward by urging
means such as a hydraulic cylinder 32 or pulse motors,
or by springs. A plate A is caught between the upper
and lower rolls 30, 31 and fed at a constant speed.
[0017] The front and rear movable bodies 26, 27 are
identical in structure, so the same elements are denoted
by the same numerals. They comprise a vertically piv-

otable lower roll 33 and a vertically movable upper roll
34 provided right over the lower roll 33. Tumbled L-
shaped swing arms 36 have their bases pivotally sup-
ported on a pivot 37. The lower roll 33 is rotatably sup-
ported on the upper leg of the arm 36 at one end. The
arms 36 have the other ends coupled to the rods of hy-
draulic cylinders 38 fixed to the base 21. By extending
and retracting the cylinders 38, the lower rolls 33 are
vertically pivoted about the pivot 37.
[0018] The upper rolls 34 have both ends thereof ro-
tatably supported by bearings 43, and are urged down-
ward by hydraulic cylinders 39 or springs. A plate A is
gripped between the upper and roller rolls.
[0019] Figs. 15 through 17 show in sequence the.
method of controlling the rolls of the planing device of
the first embodiment.
[0020] Fig. 15A shows the state before the plate A is
fed. The plate detector switches S1 and S2 at the inlet
and outlet are both off. The upper roll 31 of the front feed
unit 24 is in-its lowered position. The upper rolls of the
front and rear movable bodies 26, 27 and the rear feed
unit 25 are in their raised position. Although plate detec-
tor switches S1 and S2 at inlet and outlet are used in
the first embodiment shown in Figs. 1 through 3, as well
as in the following second to fifth embodiments shown
in Figs. 4 through 14, these switches are omitted in
these figures.
[0021] When a plate A is fed into between the upper
and lower rolls 30 and 31 of the front feed unit 24 with
the cylinder 23 and the upper and lower rolls 30, 31 of
the front and rear feed units 24, 25 rotating as shown in
Fig. 15, the inlet plate detector switch S1 is turned on,
and the upper roll 34 of the front movable body 26 lowers
to a lowered position while the upper roll 31 of the front
feed unit 24 remains at its lowered position, with the up-
per roll 34 of the rear movable body 27 and the upper
roll 31 of the rear feed unit 25 remaining at the raised
position, and the outlet plate detector switch S2 off. The
plate A is thus fed and caught between the upper and
lower rolls 33, 34 of the front movable body 26, so that
it is pressed down a predetermined distance or interfer-
ence, and is fed into between the support roll 22 and the
planing cylinder 23.
[0022] As shown in Figs. 2 and 15B, the plate A is fed
while being caught between the upper and lower rolls
33, 34 of the front movable body 26 and urged by a pre-
determined interference downwardly from the feed sur-
face connecting the lower roll 30 of the front feed unit
24 and the support roll 22. When the leading end of the
plate A reaches the.support roll 22, it thus rides onto the
support roll 22, so that the plate A is bent or deflected
downward between the support roll 22 and the lower roll
30 of the front feed unit 24.
[0023] Thus, the plate A is reliably kept pressed
against the support roll 22 into line contact therewith.
This prevents floating of the plate A when its leading end
enters into between the support roll 22 and the planing
cylinder 23. When the plate A passes between the sup-
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port roll 22 and the planing cylinder 23, its surface is cut
or smoothened by the rotating planing cylinder 23. The
leading end of the plate A is then fed to the rear movable
body 27 and the rear feed unit 25.
[0024] As 'shown in Figs. 3 and 16A, when the leading
end of the plate A passes the rear feed unit 25 and the
outlet plate detector switch S2 is turned on, the upper
rolls 31, 34 of the rear movable body 27 and the rear
feed unit 25 lower to their lowered positions, so that plate
A is gripped between the upper and lower rolls 33, 34
of the rear movable body 27 and pressed down by a
predetermined interference from the feed line connect-
ing the support roll 22 and the lower roll 30 of the rear
feed unit 25. Thus, the plate A is fed while being kept
pressed reliably against and in line contact with the sup-
port roll 22.
[0025] As shown in Fig. 16B, when the rear end of the
plate A passes the inlet plate detector switch S1, the
switch S1 is turned off, so that the upper rolls 31, 34 of
the front feed unit 24 and the front movable body 26
move upward from their lowered positions. But since the
upper rolls 31, 34 of the rear movable body 27 and the
rear feed unit 25 remain at their lowered positions, the
plate is fed while being deflected downwardly between
the support roll 22 and the lower roll 30 of the rear feed
unit 25. Thus the plate A is fed while being kept pressed
reliably against and keeping line contact with the sup-
port roll 22. Thus, it is possible to prevent the plate from
floating when its rear end passes between the support
roll 22 and the planing cylinder 23.
[0026] As described above, for the support roll 22 and
the planing cylinder 23, by deflecting the plate A by
means of the front and rear movable bodies 26, 27 by
a predetermined distance downwardly from the feed line
connecting the lower rolls 30 of the front and rear feed
units 24, 25 and the support roll 22 and supporting it at
three points, the plate A is reliably brought into line con-
tact with the support roll 22 at its front and rear ends
without floating. It is thus possible to prevent the forma-
tion of depressions in the plate near its front and rear
ends.
[0027] Fig. 17 shows a state when the rear end of the
plate A has passed the planing cylinder 23. Any parts
maintain the same position as in Fig. 16B. When the rear
end of the plate A passes the outlet plate detector switch
S2 and the switch is turned off, each part returns to the
position shown in Fig. 15A.

(Second Embodiment)

[0028] Figs. 4 through 6 show a cutting device of a
second embodiment. Basically, the mechanism of the
first embodiment is used to finish the plate A so that its
thickness will be uniform over the entire length. In the
description of this and subsequent embodiments, the
same numerals are used to the'same elements as in the
first embodiment and description is omitted.
[0029] In the second embodiment, the bearing 28

supporting the support roll 22 is movable in the feed di-
rection of plate A along a guide 47 provided on the base
21. The swing arms.36 provided in front and rear of the
bearing 28 have their bottom ends coupled with the
bearing 28 by links 42 so that the support roll 22 will
move back and forth when the lower rolls 33 of the front
and rear movable bodies 26, 27 move up and down.
[0030] Cylinders 38 for the front and rear movable
bodies 26, 27 push the other ends of the link-coupling
portions of the swing arms 36 in opposite directions to
balance the swing arms 36.
[0031] The cutting device of the second embodiment
cuts a plate A in substantially the same way as the cut-
ting device of the first embodiment. In this embodiment,
the front and rear movable bodies 26, 27 deflect the
plate A downwardly by a predetermined distance be-
tween the support roll 22 and the front feed unit 24 when
its front end is inserted into between the support roll 22
and the planing cylinder 23, and between the support
roll 22 and the rear. feed unit 25 when its front end has
reached the rear feed unit 25.
[0032] By deflecting the plate A downwardly, the con-
tact point between the support roll 22 and the plate A
changes, so that the distance between the contact point
and the circle circumscribing the planing blades 29 on
the cylinder 23 changes. This results in error in thick-
ness of the finished plate A.
[0033] In the second embodiment, when the front end
of the plate A passes the' front movable member 26, the
plate A is pressed down a predetermined distance by
the cylinder 39, so that the swing arms 36 pivot about
the pivot shaft 37 by a distance corresponding to the
distance by which the plate A has been pressed down.
The support roll 22 is thus moved rearwardly through
the links 42, so that the contact point between the sup-
port roll 22 and the plate A also moves rearwardly. Thus,
it is possible to correct the positional relation between
the plate and the planing cylinder 23 according to the
degree of deflection of the plate A.
[0034] Fig. 7 shows the relation between the contact
point between the support roll 22 and the plate A and
the planing cylinder 23. If with the axis of the cylinder 23
aligned with the axis of the support roll 22 the plate A is
deflected by a predetermined distance downwardly for
the distance c between the support roll 22 and the circle
circumscribing the planing blades 29, the contact point
d between the support roll 22 and the plate A moves an
angle β backward (with respect to the feed direction)
with respect to the vertical line containing the axis of the
support roll 22 and the axis of the cylinder 23, so that
when-the plate A moves into between the planing cylin-
der 23 and the support roll 22, it is inclined an angle b
with respect to the horizontal line. Thus, the thickness c
of the finished plate will be thinner than when it is fed
completely horizontally.
[0035] To prevent this, if the support roll 22 is moved
backward a distance H corresponding to the contact
point d between the support roll 22 and the plate A, the
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contact point between the support roll 22 and the plate
A will move to a position right on the vertical axis of the
planing cylinder 23, so that the distance between the
support roll 22 and the circle circumscribing the planing .
blades becomes substantially equal to the thickness c.
Thus it is possible to finish the plate A to a predeter-
mined thickness even if the plate A is deflected down-
wardly.
[0036] When the plate A passes the inlet-side plate
detector switch S1 and is fed into the front feed unit 24;
the switch S1 is turned on. Since the front movable body
26 is lowered to its lowered position, when the plate A
reaches the front movable body 26, it is pressed down
a predetermined distance, so that the swing arms 36 piv-
ot a predetermined angle. As a result, the support roll
22 moves rearwardly, so that the axis of the support roll
22 is moved to a position behind of the axis of the planing
cylinder 23. But the contact point between the support
roll 22 and the plate A is located right under the planing
cylinder 23.
[0037] In this state, the plate A is fed while being cut
by the planing cylinder 23. When the front end of the
plate A passes the rear feed unit 25 and then the outlet-
side plate member detector switch, the latter switch is
turned on, so that the rear movable body 27 and the rear
feed unit 25 are lowered to their lower positions. Thus
the plate A is pressed down a predetermined distance
by the rear movable body 27, so that the swing arms 36
pivot and the support roll 22 moves in a reverse direc-
tion, 'that is, forward. Balance is thus maintained with
the axes of the planing cylinder 23 and support roll 22
aligned with each other and the contact point between
the support roll 22 and the plate A located right under
the planing cylinder 23.
[0038] In this state, the plate A is fed further while be-
ing cut. When the rear end of the plate A passes the
inlet-side plate member detector switch, the latter switch
is turned off, and the front feed unit 24 and the front mov-
able body 26 rise to their raised positions, so that the
pressure on the plate A by the front movable body 26 is
released. The abovementioned balance is thus lost, so
that the swing arm 36 of the rear movable body 27 pivots
further. As a result, the support roll 22 is moved forward,
so that the vertical axis of the support roll 22 moves
ahead of the vertical axis of the planing cylinder 23. But
the contact point between the support roll 22 and the
plate A is located right under the planing cylinder 23, so
that the plate A can be finished to a predetermined thick-
ness after cutting.

(Third Embodiment)

[0039] Figs. 8 through 10 show a cutting device of the
third embodiment. Instead of the support roll 22 of the
first embodiment, a stationary member is used as a re-
action force bearing. It may be a surface plate which is
narrow in its width perpendicular to the feed direction of
the plate A so as to be able to support the bottom of the

plate A at a position right under the axis of the planing
cylinder 23. Otherwise, as shown, it may be a fixed sup-
port table 61. A projection having a top surface perpen-
dicular to the feed direction of the plate at a position right
under the vertical axis of the planing cylinder and having
a triangular section is arranged as its apex. In front of
this fixed support plate 61, the front feed unit 24 and the
front movable body 26 are. provided. In its rear, the rear
feed unit 25 and the rear movable body 27 are provided.
[0040] In the third embodiment, too, the plate A is de-
flected supported at three points to cut it in substantially
the same manner as in the first embodiment.

(Fourth Embodiment)

[0041] Fig. 11 shows a cutting device of a fourth em-
bodiment in which the lower rolls 33 of the front movable
body 26 and the rear movable body 27 of the third em-
bodiment are omitted. Even though the lower rolls 33 for
supporting the underside of the plate A are omitted, if it
is thick enough, it is a'rigid member, so that it is possible
to deflect the-plate A while supporting it at three points.
Thus, the plate A can be cut in substantially the same
manner as in the first embodiment.

(Fifth Embodiment)

[0042] Figs. 12 through 14 show a cutting device of
the fifth embodiment in which instead of the support roll
22 of the first embodiment, a pivotable plate member
support plate is used as a reaction force bearing.
[0043] The cutting device of the fifth embodiment has
a plate support plate 52 provided under a planing cylin-
der 23 which rotates at a fixed position, so as to extend
in the feed direction of the plate and be pivotable about
a pivot shaft 51. In front (with respect to the feed direc-
tion of the plate A) and rear of the plate support plate
52, front and rear feed units 24, 25 are provided which
grip a plate A between vertically arranged rolls. Further,
in front (with respect to the feed direction of the member
A) and rear of the planing cylinder 23, front and rear
movable body 53 and 57 are provided over the plate
support plate 52 to grip the plate A between the respec-
tive bodies and the plate support plate 52.
[0044] The plate support plate 52 is elongated in the
feed direction of the plate A and is made of a material
flexible enough to be deflectable along the plate. It is
fixed at its bottom center to a pivot shaft 51 which has
its both ends rotatably supported on pivot shaft bearings
58 mounted on the base 21, so as to be pivotable about
the pivot shaft 51. A weight 55 mounted to its bottom at
one end thereof from which the plate A enters keeps.
the plate 52 inclined by an angle limited by a pin 56 pro-
vided on the base 21 so as to slope downward toward
its plate-entering end.
[0045] The front.movable body 53 and the rear mov-
able body 57 have movable rollers that are urged down-
ward by hydraulic cylinders 54 or springs to grip the plate
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A between'the rollers and the plate support plate 52.
[0046] As shown in Figs. 13 and 14, when the plate A
is fed into the front feed unit 24, the inlet-side plate de-
tector switch turns on and the front movable body 53
lowers to its lowered position. In this state, the leading
end of the plate A is slid on the inclined plate support
plate 52. When its front end passes the front movable
body 53, it is gripped between the front movable body
53 and the plate support plate 52 and fed while being
pressed down a predetermined distance. When the front
end of the plate A reaches the point right over the center
of the support shaft 51, the plate A is fed while being
deflected downward between the lower roll 30 of the
front feed unit 24 and the'portion of the plate support
plate 52 right over the center of the pivot shaft 51, so
that the front end of.the plate A is fed while being
pressed reliably against the plate support plate 52.
[0047] It is,thus possible to prevent floating when it is
inserted into between the planing cylinder'23 and the
plate support plate 52. Thus the plate A is fed between
the plate support plate 52 and the planing cylinder 23
while being cut by the planing cylinder 23, and then fed
into the rear movable body 57 and rear feed unit 25.
When the front end of the plate A passes the outlet plate
detector switch and turns it on, the rear movable body
57 and the rear feed unit 25 lower to their lowered po-
sitions, so that the plate A is gripped between the rear
movable body 57 and the plate support plate 52. The
plate is thus fed while being pressed down a predeter-
mined distance. It is deflected downward between the
portion of the plate support plate 52 right over the center
of the pivot shaft 51 and the lower roll 30 of the rear feed
unit 25. Thus, the rear end of the plate A is fed while
being pressed reliably against the plate support plate
52, so that it is possible to prevent floating when the rear
end of the plate A passes between the planing cylinder
23 and the plate support plate 52.
[0048] Since the plate is pressed down a predeter-
mined distance by the lower rolls 30 of the front and rear
feed units 24, 25 between the portion of the plate sup-
port plate 52 right over the center of the pivot shaft 51
and the front and rear feed units 24, 25 and supported
at three points, the plate A is deflected about the portion
of the plate support plate 52 right over the center of the
pivot shaft 51. Since the plate support plate 52 is flexible,
it is deflected together with the plate A, so that the plate
A is.pressed reliably against the plate support plate 52
at its front and rear ends. Thus, it is possible to prevent
floating and thus the formation of depressions on the
plate A near its front and rear ends..
[0049] In the fifth embodiment too, the method de-
scribed with respect to the second embodiment may be
used. Namely the pivot shaft 51 may be movable in the
feed direction of the plate A, so that when the plate A is
deflected, the plate support plate may be adapted to be
moved forward or backward.
[0050] By deflecting the plate A by a predetermined
amount, it can be reliably brought into contact with the

plate support plate 52 at its front and rear ends, so that
it is possible to prevent floating. Thus, the formation of
depressions in the plate A near its front and rear ends
can be prevented.
[0051] While the cutting devices of the embodiments
are all planing machines having planing cylinders, sand-
ers for automatically cutting the surface of a plate may
be used instead of planing cylinders. While the reaction
force bearing is provided right under the planing cylin-
der, the former may be provided right over the latter. Al-
though roll type structures are used as front and rear
feed units 24, 25, endless ways such as conveyors may
be used.
[0052] As described above, according to this inven-
tion, before and after the cutter, a plate is deflected while
supporting it at three points to keep it pressed against
the reaction force bearing during cutting. Thus during
cutting, the front and rear ends of the plate member will
never float, so that it is possible to prevent the formation
of depressions in the plate during cutting. Deflection is
applied by the rolls that are rotatable, so that because
conventional pressure bar or chip breaker is not neces-
sary, resistance to the feed of the plate is small, so that
power of feed can be saved.

Claims

1. A method of cutting a plate (A) wherein a front feed
unit (24) and rear feed unit (25) are provided in front
of and behind of a cutter (23) and a reaction force
(22) bearing with respect to the feed direction of the
plate, and wherein a front movable body (26) is pro-
vided between said cutter and said front feed unit
and a rear movable body (27) is provided between
said cutter and said rear feed unit, wherein the plate
is deflected by at least one of said front movable
body and said rear movable body when the plate is
fed into between said cutter and said reaction force
bearing, whereby bringing the plate into contact
with said front feed unit, said front movable body
and said reaction force bearing, and/or said reac-
tion force bearing, said rear movable body and said
front movable body.

2. A device for cutting a plate (A), comprising a cutter
(23) and a reaction force (22) bearing provided one
over the other, a front feed unit (24) and a rear feed
unit (25) provided in front of and behind of said cut-
ter with respect to the feed direction of the plate for
feeding the plate, a front movable body (26) provid-
ed between said cutter and said front feed unit, a
rear movable body (27) provided between said cut-
ter and said rear feed unit, for deflecting the plate
down relative to the feed surface, and elevating
means (39) for moving said front and rear movable
bodies down.
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3. A device for cutting a plate (1), comprising a cutter
(23), a reaction force (22) bearing provided over or
under said cutter, said reaction force bearing being
movable in the feed direction of the plate, a front
feed unit (24) and a rear feed unit (25) provided in
front of and behind of said cutter with respect to the
feed direction of the plate for feeding the plate, a
front movable body (26) and a front movable body
support (33) provided between said front feed unit
and said cutter, a rear movable body and a rear
movable body support (33) provided between said
cutter and said rear feed unit, said front movable
body support and said rear movable body support
being supported at one end of a swing arm (36) piv-
otably supported on a fixed portion (35), and the
other ends of said swing arms and said reaction
force bearing being coupled together by links such
that the pivoting of said swing arms are associated
with the movement of said reaction force bearing.

4. The device as claimed in claim 2 or 3 wherein said
reaction force bearing is a narrow fixed table, a pro-
jection, a fixed table having a mountain-like section,
a rotatable roll, or a plate support plate movable up
and down relative to the feed direction of the plate
about a point right under the rotation axis of said
cutter.

5. The device as claimed in any of claims 2 to 4 where-
in said front feed unit and said rear feed unit com-
prise rolls or an endless way.

6. The device as cl.aimed in any of claims 2 to 5
wherein means for moving said front and rear mov-
able bodies are hydraulic cylinders or pulse motors.

7. The device as claimed in any of claims 2 to 6 where-
in said front movable body and said rear movable
body comprise rolls.

8. The device as claimed in any of claims 2 to 7 where-
in said plate support plate is flexible along the plate.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Schneiden einer Platte (A), bei der
eine vordere Fördereinheit (24) und eine hintere
Fördereinheit (25) bezüglich der Förderrichtung der
Platte vor und hinter einem Schneider (23) und ei-
nem Reaktionskraft-Widerlager (22) angeordnet
sind und bei der ein vorderer beweglicher Körper
(26) zwischen dem Schneider und der vorderen
Fördereinheit vorgesehen ist und ein hinterer be-
weglicher Körper (27) zwischen dem Schneider und
der hinteren Fördereinheit angeordnet ist, wobei die
Platte beim Einfördern zwischen dem Schneider
und dem Reaktionskraft-Widerlager durch den vor-

deren beweglichen Körper und/oder den hinteren
beweglichen Körper abgelenkt wird, wodurch die
Platte in Anlage an der vorderen Fördereinheit, dem
vorderen beweglichen Körper und dem Reaktions-
kraft-Widerlager und/oder an dem Reaktionskraft-
Widerlager, dem hinteren beweglichen Körper und
dem vorderen beweglichen Körper gebracht wird.

2. Vorrichtung zum Schneiden einer Platte (A) mit ei-
nem Schneider (23) und einem Reaktionskraft-Wi-
derlager (22), die übereinander angeordnet sind, ei-
ner vorderen Fördereinheit (24) und einer hinteren
Fördereinheit (25) zum Fördern der Platte, die be-
züglich der Förderrichtung der Platte vor und hinter
dem Schneider angeordnet sind, einen vorderen
beweglichen Körper (26) zwischen dem Schneider
und der vorderen Fördereinheit, einem hinteren be-
weglichen Körper (27) zwischen dem Schneider
und der hinteren Fördereinheit, zum Ablenken der
Platte nach unten relativ zu der Förderebene, und
Höhenverstellmitteln (39) zum Bewegen des vorde-
ren und hinteren beweglichen Körpers nach unten.

3. Vorrichtung zum Schneiden einer Platte (A), mit ei-
nem Schneider (23), einem Reaktionskraft-Wider-
lager (22), das oberhalb oder unterhalb des Schnei-
ders angeordnet und in der Förderrichtung der Plat-
te bewegbar ist, einer vorderen Fördereinheit (24)
und einer hinteren Fördereinheit (25) zum Fördern
der Platte, die bezüglich der Förderrichtung der
Platte vor und hinter dem Schneider angeordnet
sind, einem vorderen beweglichen Körper (26) so-
wie einer vorderen beweglichen Körperabstützung
(33) zwischen der vorderen Fördereinheit und dem
Schneider, und einem hinteren beweglichen Körper
sowie einer hinteren beweglichen Körperabstüt-
zung (33) zwischen dem Schneider und der hinte-
ren Fördereinheit, wobei die vordere bewegliche
Körperabstützung und die hintere bewegliche Kör-
perabstützung an einem Ende eines Schwingarmes
(36) angeordnet sind, der an einer ortsfesten Posi-
tion (35) schwenkbar gelagert ist, und wobei die an-
deren Enden der Schwingarme und das Reaktions-
kraft-Widerlager miteinander durch Gelenkelemen-
te derart gekuppelt sind, dass die Schwenkbewe-
gungen der Schwingarme mit der Bewegung des
Reaktionskraft-Widerlagers verknüpft sind.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, bei der das
Reaktionskraft-Widerlager ein schmaler festste-
hender Tisch, ein Vorsprung, ein feststehender
Tisch mit buckelförmigem Querschnitt, eine dreh-
bare Rolle und/oder eine flache Stützplatte ist, die
relativ zur Förderrichtung der Platte auf und ab be-
weglich ist um einen Punkt direkt unter der Dreh-
achse des Schneiders.

5. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 4, bei
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der die vordere Fördereinheit und die hintere För-
dereinheit Rollen oder einen Endlos-Förderer um-
fassen.

6. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 5, bei
der die Mittel zum Bewegen des vorderen und hin-
teren beweglichen Körpers Hydraulikzylinder oder
Impulsmotoren sind.

7. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 6, bei
der der vordere bewegliche Körper und der hintere
bewegliche Körper Rollen aufweisen.

8. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 7, bei
der die flache Stützplatte längs der Platte flexibel
ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour couper une plaque (A), dans laquelle
une unité d'alimentation avant (24) et une unité
d'alimentation arrière (25) sont agencées à l'avant
et à l'arrière d'une coupeuse (23) et d'un appui de
force de réaction (22) par rapport au sens d'alimen-
tation de la plaque, et dans laquelle un corps mobile
avant (26) est agencé entre ladite coupeuse et la-
dite unité d'alimentation avant et un corps mobile
arrière (27) est agencé entre ladite coupeuse et la-
dite unité d'alimentation arrière, dans laquelle la
plaque est déviée par au moins l'un dudit corps mo-
bile avant et dudit corps mobile arrière lorsque la
plaque est introduite entre ladite coupeuse et ledit
appui de force de réaction, moyennant quoi la pla-
que est mise en contact avec ladite unité d'alimen-
tation avant, ledit corps mobile avant et ledit appui
de force de réaction, et/ou avec ledit appui de force
de réaction, ledit corps mobile arrière et ledit corps
mobile avant.

2. Dispositif pour couper une plaque (A), comprenant
une coupeuse (23) et un appui de force de réaction
(22) agencés l'un au-dessus de l'autre, une unité
d'alimentation avant (24) et une unité d'alimentation
arrière (25) agencées à l'avant et' à l'arrière de la-
dite coupeuse (23) par rapport au sens d'alimenta-
tion de la plaque pour acheminer la plaque, un
corps mobile avant (26) agencé entre ladite cou-
peuse et ladite unité d'alimentation avant, un corps
mobile arrière (27) agencé entre ladite coupeuse et
ladite unité d'alimentation arrière, pour faire dévier
la plaque vers le bas par rapport à la surface d'ali-
mentation, et des moyens de levage (39) pour dé-
placer lesdits corps mobiles avant et arrière vers le
bas.

3. Dispositif pour couper une plaque (A), comprenant
une coupeuse (23), un appui de force de réaction

(22) agencé au-dessus ou en dessous de ladite
coupeuse, ledit appui de force de réaction pouvant
se déplacer dans le sens d'alimentation de la pla-
que, une unité d'alimentation avant (24) et une unité
d'alimentation arrière (25) agencées à l'avant et à
l'arrière de ladite coupeuse par rapport au sens
d'alimentation de la plaque pour acheminer la pla-
que, un corps mobile avant (26) et un support de
corps mobile avant (33) agencés entre ladite unité
d'alimentation avant et ladite coupeuse, un corps
mobile arrière et un support de corps mobile arrière
(33) agencés entre ladite coupeuse et ladite unité
d'alimentation arrière, ledit support de corps mobile
avant et ledit support de corps mobile arrière étant
fixés à une extrémité d'un bras pivotant (36) fixé de
manière pivotante à une partie fixe (35), les autres
extrémités desdits bras pivotants et dudit appui de
force de réaction étant couplés les unes aux autres
par des pièces de liaison de sorte que le pivotement
desdits bras pivotants soit associé au mouvement
dudit appui de force de réaction.

4. Dispositif selon la revendication 2 ou la revendica-
tion 3, dans lequel ledit appui de force de réaction
est un banc fixe étroit, une projection, un banc fixe
comportant une partie en talus, un rouleau pivotant
ou un plateau de support de plaque pouvant se dé-
placer vers le haut et vers le bas par rapport au sens
d'alimentation de la plaque, autour d'un point se
trouvant juste sous l'axe de rotation de ladite cou-
peuse.

5. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 4, dans lequel ladite unité d'alimentation
avant et ladite unité d'alimentation arrière compren-
nent des rouleaux ou une glissière sans fin.

6. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 5, dans lequel les moyens destinés à dé-
placer lesdits corps mobiles avant et arrière sont
des vérins hydrauliques ou des moteurs à impul-
sions.

7. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 6, dans lequel ledit corps mobile avant et
ledit corps mobile arrière comprennent des rou-
leaux.

8. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 7, dans lequel ledit plateau de support de
plaque est flexible le long de la plaque.
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